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Abstract— This paper presents an application of watchdog
based fault detection methods to the supervisory control
of an experimental manufacturing cell. Fault detection is
implemented by carrying out slight modifications on the pre-
viously designed, modular supervisory control architecture,
without using additional sensor devices. Different strategies
for avoiding fault propagation are also presented.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The need for fail-safe and fault-tolerant systems has
arisen significantly in the latest decade. In some appli-
cational fields, e.g. in automotive industry or particularly
in manufacturing systems, the dependability of systems
has become a crucial point of controller design [1].
In case of large-scale, sophisticated systems, such as
manufacturing lines, the theory of supervisory control was
introduced to assure safe operation complying with the
formal specifications [2].

In the field of discrete event systems, several methods
have been proposed for fault detection, failure identifi-
cation and diagnosis, see, for example, [3] or [4]. How-
ever, despite the availability of general and theoretically
proven solutions, these methods are often hard to use in
everyday practice. On the other hand, there exist well-
known, practice-oriented solutions for the problem of fault
detection, which are familiar to system engineers. Their
greatest disadvantage is their lack of formalism and their
need for intuitive human intervention. However they have
proven to be useful through many years, their application
cannot guarantee formal proof of safe behavior for fault-
critical systems.

Authors have proposed a practice-oriented, low cost,
online fault detection method based on the well-known
architecture of watchdog structures [5], [6]. The presented
method is placed in the framework of Supervisory Control
Theory, and steps of the methodology can be easily
automated by suitable algorithms.

This paper presents the application of the proposed
fault-detection methods on an experimental manufactur-
ing cell. The controller of the plant is designed using
the principle of modular control [7], and the presented
operations do not refer only to the actual system, but
are able to illustrate the general methodology of fault
detection using watchdog structures.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II gives a short overview on Supervisory Con-

trol Theory, and on the proposed watchdog-based fault-
detection methods. Section III presents the experimental
manufacturing cell and its controller, while Section IV
gives the procedure of integrating watchdog-based fault-
detection methods. Section V concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Supervisory Control Theory

For the sake of self-contained presentation some no-
tions of Supervisory Control Theory (SCT) are summa-
rized. For further details, the reader is referred to [8].

In the framework of SCT, systems are modelled by
Finite State Machines (FSMs). The systemG is described
by the 5-tupleG = {QG,ΣG, ρG, qG

0
, QG

m}, whereQG

is the set of states,ΣG is the set of events as alphabet,
ρG = QG × ΣG → QG is the partial transition function,
qG
0

is the initial state andQG
m is the set of marking states.

The event setΣ can be devided to the disjoint sets of
controllable and uncontrollable events, so thatΣG = ΣG

C∪
ΣG

U , whereΣG
C ∩ΣG

U = ∅. The plantG can be considered
as a generator, which outputs the symbols ofΣ.

The goal of supervisory control is to synthesize a
supervisor, which is capable to restrict the operation of
the plant G to meet the specification desribed by the
automatonE. If the system happens not to be controllable
regarding to the specifications, the supremal controllable
sublanguage can be found [9], [10]. The supervisor itself
is a function, describing which controllable events should
be enabled and disabled in the particular states of the
plant. Based on the supervised systemS/G, the controller
model C = {QC ,ΣC , ρC , qC

0
, QC

m} can be extracted
by the selecting one of possible trajectories in order to
assure deterministic behavior. The controller model can
be extended by a control map,Θ = QC × ΣC

C → {0, 1},
describing that the controllable events should be disabled
or not in a particular state of the controller model.

B. Watchdog-based fault detection

Although watchdog structures are used for fault detec-
tion since the early ages of digital computing, their use
have not been formalised in the SCT framework for a
long time. In this paper, the most important features of
wathcdog-based fault detection will be given, for further
details the reader is referred to [5], [6].



1) Definitions: Watchdogs are used to observe the
completion of a task. Atask, denoted byT , is a part
of the trajectory of the controller model, which can
be clearly distinguished from other activities:Ti =
{QT

i ,ΣT
i , ρT

i , qT
0,i, Q

T
M,i}, whereQT

i ⊆ QC and ΣT
i ⊆

ΣC . If there exists one and only one transition leaving
the initial state of the taskTi, qT

0,i, the task is said to
be possible to put under the guard of a watchdog. In the
sequel, only such tasks are considered. The controllable
event, corresponding to the transition leavingqT

0,i, and
therefore indicating the start of the task, will be referred
to as thecommand eventof the taskTi and will be
denoted byσCMD

i ∈ ΣC
C . The events associated to the

transitions leading to the final states,qm,i ∈ QT
M,i of

the task indicate its succesful completion, so will be
referred to asconfirmation events, and will be denoted
by σCONF

i,j ∈ ΣC . The controller comprises a set of
alarm handling states, denoted byQAH , which initialize
alarm handling procedures. If an alarm event, generated
by the watchdog, occurs during the execution of a task,
an alarm handling procedure, depending on the task has
to be started. To do so, the controller model should pass
to one of its alarm handling states,qAH,i ∈ QAH , defined
by the functionξ : T → QAH . The definition of the alarm
handling procedure is left open to the system designer.

2) Watchdog structures:Watchdogs are counter-timer
structures, equipped with a memory register, a compara-
tor, and an alarm logic. They are used to observe whether
a given task is completed succesfully in a predefined time
period, and their functionnality can be pictured as follows.
In the idle state of the watchdog, the value corresponding
to the desired time period is loaded into the memory
register, and then the counter is enabled, so the watchdog
passes to its running state. The actual value of the counter
and the memory register are compared each clock cycle,
and if the former reaches the latter, an alarm signal is
emitted and the watchdog is driven to its alarm state. The
alarm logic maintains the alarm signal until its reset. If
the watchdog is stopped before the counter reaches its
final value, the counter is deactivated, and the watchdog
returns to its idle state. So, the Idle(q0), Running(q1)
and Alarm(q2) states are required for the discrete-event
model of the watchdog. TheSTART, STOP and RESET

events are generated by the controller and are therefore
controllable, while theALARM event is generated by the
watchdog itself, so is considered to be uncontrollable.

In distributed control environments, it is vital to notify
other controllers on the failure of a subsytem to avoid fault
propagation. Assume that the subsystemG1 is under the
supervision ofC1, and is equipped with a watchdog. The
controller C2 is associated to the subsytemG2, and for
some operations,G2 needs resources represented byG1.
The communication of faults between the two controllers
can be assured by using a simple query-response philos-
ophy, allowing G2 to query the state of the watchdog
associated toG1. Communication is taken place using
the controllableQUERY event, and the uncontrollable
R IDLE and R ALARM response events, which indicate
whether a fault has been detected by the watchdog. Note

Fig. 1. Discrete-event model of the watchdog

that while the watchdog is running, there is no relevant
information on the failures ofG1. The QUERY event
leads the watchdog to a so-called query state, where the
appropriate response event is immediately generated. The
extended model is shown in Fig. 1.

3) Principles of watchdog-based fault detection tech-
niques: As mentioned above, watchdogs are capable to
indicate if a task has not been completed in a given time
period, so they can be used to detect the consequences of
even complex failures without additional sensor devices.
To implement watchdog-based fault detection methods,
only a few simple modifications should be carried out on
the controller models of previously designed supervisory
control structures. Here only the principles of the methods
will be presented, detailed formalism is given in [6].

We show first how to put a taskTi under the guard
of a watchdog depicted in Fig. 1. To detect the possible
failures occuring during the execution of a task, the
watchdog should be started before the beginning of the
given task. At first a new state,qT

i,0

′

should be defined
and all transitions leading to the initial state of the
transition,qT

i,0, should be redefined so that they lead to
qT
i,0

′

. Only one transition, associated to theSTART event,
launching the watchdog, should be defined fromqT

i,0

′

to
qT
i,0. Similarily, the watchdog should be stopped after

the task is completed, i.e. after the generation of the
confirmation event. To do so, new statesq′m,i ∈ QT

M

′

should be defined associated to the final states of the
task, namelyqm,i ∈ QT

M . Transitions leaving the states
of QT

M should be redefined so that they lead to the
appropriate states ofQT

M

′

, and a transition associated
to the STOP event should lead from the states ofQT

M

′

to the original entry states of the transitions leaving the
corresponding final states. Transitions originating from
states not included in the state set of the task and leading
to any of its final states, should be redefined so that they
lead to the corresponding state ofQT

M

′

. To launch the
alarm handling procedure, transitions leaving any state of
the task but its first and last states should be defined with
the appropriate alarm handling state as their entry state.



For modular and distributed environments, two strate-
gies are presented, using the previously introduced query-
response feature of extended watchdog structures. The
Wait-for-OK strategy is suitable for simple systems, while
the Multimodal strategy deals with multiple operational
modes, and therefore applicable for more complex com-
ponents.

Suppose that tasks ofG1 are not overlapping, they use
the same watchdog, so querying the watchdog provides
information on the whole functionnality ofG1. If G2

cannot operate without a resource represented byG1,
or the failure ofG1 causes faulty behavior ofG2, it is
vital to check the status of the watchdog associated to
G1 before starting the given operation. In this case, the
Wait-for-OK strategy provides a solution for starting the
given operation only if no failure is detected inG1. Let
us assume that the operation ofG2 needing the resource
represented byG1 is started from the stateqj ∈ Q2. The
status of the watchdog associated toG1 should be checked
before enteringqj , andqj can be entered only if no failure
is detected. Therefore two new states,q′j and q′′j should
be added and transitions leading toqj should be redefined
to enter q′j . Two new transitions, one leading fromq′j
to q′′j (respectivelyq′′j to qj), associated to theQUERY

(respectivelyR IDLE) event of the watchdog ofG1 should
be defined. It ensures that the given task is started only
if the R IDLE response event is generated, i.e. no fault
has occured inG1. Note that the watchdog generates an
R IDLE response upon its reset, so the given operation of
G2 can be started immediately upon the handle of the
failure in G1.

Multimodal strategy can be applied if the given subsys-
tem has more operational modes, generally a nominal and
a degraded mode. WhileG2 needs resource represented
by G1 in the nominal mode, in case of lack of this
resource, it can switch to its degraded mode, where
it can continue its operation without using the given
resource. Here the approach of Kamach [11],[12] will
be used to deal with mode changes, assuming that each
operational mode has its own controller model. Controller
models pass to the so-called inactive states (q1

IA andq2

IA

for the nominal and degraded modes, respectively) upon
the deactivation of the modes. Upon the reactivation of
the nominal (respectively degraded) mode, the controller
model passes from its inactive stateq1

IA (respectivelyq2

IA)
to its return state,q1

RET ∈ QC
1

(respectivelyq1

RET ∈ QC
1

).
Assume that in nominal mode, the operation ofG2

needing the resource ofG1 is started from the stateqk.
Then, before enteringqk, the status of the watchdog asso-
ciated toG1 should be queried, andqk should be entered
only if no failure is detected. Otherwise, the controller
should deactivate its nominal mode by passing to its
inactive state. For, two new states,qk

′ andqk
′′ should be

defined, and transitions entering toqk should be redefined
so that they enterqk

′. From qk
′ to qk

′′ a transition
associated to theQUERY event should be defined. Then
the controller model should start the given task, i.e. pass to
qk if the R IDLE event is generated, or pass to its inactive
stateq1

IA if the R ALARM event is generated. From the
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the assembly cell

inactive state, a transition associated to theR IDLE event
and leading to the return state should be defined to allow
the reactivation of the nominal mode. The strategy to
follow is the same in case of the degraded mode. At each
duty cycle, status of the watchdog associated toG1 should
be queried, and if found to be in its idle state, the degraded
mode should be deactivated. Modifications are similar to
those in case of the nominal mode.

It can be proved that the extension presented here does
not influence the behaviour of the supervised system if
no failure occurs [6].

III. SUPERVISORY CONTROL OF THE EXPERIMENTAL

MANUFACTURING CELL

A. Presentation of the system

The experimental manufacturing line is located at the
site of AIP-RAO, in Villeurbanne, France. The line is
built up from six assembly cells, connected by a central
conveyor. Workpieces are carried by pallets equipped with
rewritable magnetic labels, on which the order of the
assembly cells to be passed are stored. In this paper, only
one of the cells will be dealt with.

As shown in Fig. 2, the assembly station is served by a
derivational conveyor, connected to the central conveyor
by an entry and an exit station. Pallets travelling on the
central conveyor are stopped at the entry station, and
their magnetic label is read. According to the information
read out, they are dispatched towards the derivational
conveyor or continue their way on the central conveyor,
according to the configuration of the pneumatic diverter
system. At the assembly station, the pallets are blocked
by a pneumatic stop, and their magnetic label is read out
again. The assembly process is modelled by a positioning
operation, during which a pneumatic positioning tool is
used to keep the pallet in a fixed position. After their
release, the label of the pallets is updated, and they
continue their way and re-enter the central conveyor
through the exit station. The exit station acts as a traffic
policeman, which stops the arriving pallets, and in order
to avoid collisions or stuck of pallets, allows only one at a
time to enter the next session of the central conveyor, with
a priority of the derivational conveyor over the central one.



Fig. 3. Controller models. a) Entry station b) Assembly station c) Exit station #1 d) Exit station #2

B. Supervisory control architecture

The aim for desinging a supervisory control structure
for the presented manufacturing cell is to synchronize the
operation of the components in order to achieve desired
operation. Following the approaches presented in [7] and
[13], we have chosen to implement a modular supervisory
controller. However the controller is implemented on a
single PLC, design principles and software realization are
also use the modular approach.

Since the aim of this paper is to present how watchdog-
based fault detection techniques can be integrated to
existing supervisory control architecture, the synthesisof
the supervisors is not presented here. Readers interested
in the details of supervisor synthesis are referred to the
original paper [7].

Resulting controller models are given by Fig. 3. Here
the control map is not defined, since only one controllable
transition leaves each state of the controller model, so it is
straightforward that only that transition should be enabled.

IV. FAULT DETECTION AND FAILURE HANDLING

A. Fault situations

The configuration of pneumatic components ensures
that in case of the cut of pressure the stops are in
their lowered position and diverters route the pallets
towards the central conveyor, so their failures do not cause

critical problems. However, in case of the exit station,
where cooperation of individual pneumatic components
is needed, their faults can cause the stuck of pallets and
therefore complete block of the central conveyor. At the
assembly station, the fault of the operation, modeled by a
simple positioning, can also cause critical malfunctions.
Therefore, fault detection methods should be implemented
to monitor the operation of the assembly station and the
exit station. However, the operation of the entry station
should be also adjusted according to failure situations.

To implement fault-detection methods, at first indepen-
dent watchdogs should be associated to the subsystems
where the occurence of failures is assumed, namely to
the assembly station and the exit station. To distinguish
their events, the postfixes ’A’ and ’ X’ are added for the
watchdogs associated to the assembly station and the exit
station, respectively.

B. Fault detection and failure handling at the assembly
station

The failure of the assembly station is indicated by
the time elapsed between the positioning and the release
of the pallet by the positioning tool, so the task to
be put under the guard of the watchdog is given by
the trajectory passing through the statesq5, q6, q7, q8, q9.
Therefore, the demand for positioning will be used as



Fig. 4. Extended controller model of the assembly station

command event, soσCMD
1

= DPOS and the succesful
release of the pallet will be used as confirmation event, so
σCONF

1
= FREL. According to the principles presented

in Section II-B.3, the new statesq′
5

and q′
9

are added.
In order to start the watchdog before executing the task,
the transition associated toDPOS is redefined to leaveq′

5
,

and a new transition leading fromq′
5

to q5, associated
with START A is added. Similarily, to stop the watchdog
after the succesful completion of the task, the transition
leaving q9 is redefined so that it leavesq′

9
, and a new

trasition associated toSTOP A is defined fromq9 to q′
9
.

The entry state of the transition leading fromq4 to q9

should be modified toq′
9
.

Failure handling procedure is modeled by the interven-
tion of a human operator. At the alarm handling state
qA1, the DMA event is generated, signaling the demand
for maintenance. The succesful intervention is indicated
by the uncontrollableFMA event. As we can assume that
the pallet is removed from the assembly station, which
is manually re-initialized by the operator, the controller
model passes to its initial state after the handling of the
failure and resetting the watchdog.

The extension of the controller model according to the
principles presented in Section II-B.3 is illustrated by Fig.
4, where newly added states and transitions are indicated
by their grey background and bold labels, respectively.

C. Fault detection and failure handling at the exit station

The failure of the exit station is indicated by the length
of time the pallets arriving at the derivational conveyor
stay blocked. Since they have priority over the ones
arriving on the central conveyor, a failure can be assumed
if they are not leaving the exit station in a relatively short
period. The task to be put under the guard of the watch-
dog is defined by the trajectory leading through states
q1, q2, q3, q4, q5. Therefore, demanding the activation of
the pneumatic stop of the derivational conveyor should
be used as command event, soqCMD

2
= DASX1, and the

signal of the presence sensor indicating that the pallet has
left should be the confirmation event, soσCONF

2
= LPX1.

The failure handling procedure is similar to the one
used at the assembly cell. Here the controllableDMX

event is used to demand the intervention, and its com-
pletion is indicated by the uncontrollableFMX event. The
extension of the controller model is illustrated by Fig. 5.

D. Failure handling at the entry station

The entry station plays an important role in the fail-safe
operation of the assembly cell. However it is assumed

Fig. 5. Extended controller model of the exit station

not to break down, it is responsible for the avoidance
of damage caused by collisions and blockage of the
system. In case of the failure of the assembly cell, the
objectives are the avoidance of stuck of pallets at the
assembly station, and ensuring the continuous operation
of the line. To meet these objectives, pallets should be
redirected towards a manually operated backup cell, in
which any assembly operation can be carried out by
human operators. In case of the failure of the exit station,
the central conveyor is assumed to be blocked, so the only
possible solution is the prohibition of entering pallets to
the blocked area to avoid stuck of workpieces. Although it
means suspending the operation of the whole line, pallets
have to be stopped at the entry station and not allowed to
continue their way until handling the failure of the exit
station.

For handling the failures of the assembly cell, at first
the operation of the entry station in degraded mode should
be defined by the followings. Pallets arriving at the entry
station are stopped, and their label is read out. If they
are found to be ordered to pass by the assembly cell,
their label is rewriten by replacing the actual cell by the
manually operated one. Then, the stop is deactivated, and
pallets continue their way on the central conveyor. As-
sume that the inactive and return states of the operational
modes have been already defined.

In nominal mode, the status of the assembly cell should
be queried before dispatching a pallet towards the deriva-
tional conveyor at the stateq7. Therefore, two new states,
q′
7

andq′′
7

should be added, and the transition associated
to PD, leading fromq4 to q7 should be modified so that
it leads toq′

7
. The query of the watchdog is represented

by the transition leavingq′
7

and leading toq′′
7
, associated

with the QUERY A event. The nominal mode should be
deactivated or the pallet should be dispatched towards the
derivational conveyor depending on the response event,
so transitions should be defined leavingq′′

7
and leading

to q1

IA and q7, associated with the eventsR IDLE A and
R ALARM A, respectively. To enable the reactivation of
the nominal mode if the failure of the assembly cell
is handled, a transition leading fromq1

IA to the return
state, namelyq7, associated to theR IDLE A response
event should be defined. The extension of the controller
model of the degraded mode is similar. The status of the
assembly cell should be queried before rewriting the label,
and the degraded mode should be deactivated upon the
R IDLE A response. Reactivation of the degraded mode is



Fig. 6. Extended controller model of the entry station

forced by theR ALARM A event.
For handling the failures of the exit station, only the

Wait-for-OK strategy can be used, since the pallets have to
be blocked at the entry station until the failure is handled
and therefore there is no degraded mode to swith to.
The status of the watchdog associated to the exit station
should be queried before allowing a pallet to continue
its way, i.e. before deactivating the stop of the entry
station. Therefore, to the controller model of the nominal
mode two new states, namelyq′

9
andq′′

9
should be added,

and the transition associated to the eventDDSE, i.e. the
deactivation of the stop, should be redefined to leave not
q9 but q′′

9
. Two new transitions, one leading fromq9 to q′

9

associated to theQUERY X event, and one leading fromq′
9

to q′′
9

associated with theR IDLE X response event should
be defined to let the deactivation of the stop demanded
only if the watchdog associated to the exit station is in its
idle state, e.g. no failure has occured. Controller model
of the degraded mode should be extended similarily.

The complete extension of the controller models, in-
cluding both strategies, is illustrated by Fig. 6.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper the application of simple, online fault-
detection strategies to the modular supervisory control of
an experimental manufacturing cell has been presented.
It has been demonstrated that failures of subsystems con-
trolled by different modular components can be detected
without using additional devices (e.g. sensors) and that
there exists a simple yet powerful method for the com-
munication of failures in order to avoid fault propagation.

However, in this paper only one cell of the experimental
manufacturing line has been presented. Future works
include the handling of fault propagation between cells
and the comparision of the presented solution with other
methodologies.
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